Make Connections

1. Create word cards using the words below.
2. Draw a word card and read it to the students. Have them race to create a sentence using the word.
3. The first student to create a sentence gets to keep the card.
   (The student’s sentence must show they understand the meaning of the word and can make a connection to real life.)
4. Repeat with other word cards. The student with the most cards wins the game.

Suggested Words

above  food  music  ship
alone  garden  nap  spicy
animal  gift  new  spider
arm  goose  nurse  summer
baby  happy  old  table
barn  health  open  three
beach  high  orange  today
bird  holiday  owl  train
cake  ice  panda  under
cat  jam  people  up
clean  juice  pig  van
colorful  key  plate  walk
dad  kite  pumpkin  wall
dinosaur  kitten  queen  white
door  large  quiet  work
duck  late  rabbit  yard
egg  line  rent  yellow
elephant  lucky  river  your
face  mad  road  zebra
family  mom  sad  zoo
flower  money  school
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